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Connonwealth Edison Company
ATTri: Mr. Cordell Reed

Assistant Vice President
Post Of fice Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

,

Gentlemen:

At our raceting with you on !:ay 31, 1978, we indicated that our review
of several SEP topics was essentially complete. We also stated that
completed topic assessments would be sent to you for infomation and
review and would be placed in the Public Document Rooms.

Our initial evaluation of eight of .these essentially complete topics
is enclosed. You are requested to carefully examine the facts upon
which the staff has' based its evaluation and respond either by
confirning that the facts defining your plants are correct, or by
identifying any errors. If in error, please supply corrected
inforr.ation for the docket. !!e encourage you to supply any other
material for the docket related to these topics that you believe
to be helpful .

At the May 31 meeting, the SEP Owners Group requested clarification
of SEP documentation procedures 'and made several suggestions in that
regard. Enclosure 1 is our response to the request and ' suggestions.
It contains the docu~ientation procedures to be used throughout the
SEP program and discusses the bases for these procedures. Our
documentation of the eight essentially couplete topics in Attachaent
1 illustrates the documentation procedure to be used.

We would appreciate any comments you may have to improve documentation
of topic assessments.

Sincerely,

JC
t Darrell G. Eisenhut, Assistant Director

for Systems & Projects~

Division of Operating Reactors
.

Ev 1 n ure:
's.sponse to the

lid Osners Group
Suggestiens , g\\g%

-
.
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Commonwealth Edison Company -2-

cc
Mr. John W. Rowe
Isham, Lincoln & Beale
Counselors at Law
One First National Plaza, 42nd Floor

Chicago, Illinois 60603

Mr. B. B. Stephenson
Plant Superintendent
Dresden Nuclear Power Station
Rural Route #1
Morris, Illinois 60450

.

Anthony Z. Roisman
Natural Resources Defense Council
917 15th Street , N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20005

Morris Public Library
604 Liberty Street
Morris, Illinois 60451

.
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NRC RESP 0tGE TO THE SEP OWNERS GROUP SUGGESTIONS FOR DOCUMENTATION
PROCEDORES FDP THE NRC SYSTE*MTIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

The suggestions for documentation procedures presented by the SEP Owners

Group at the May 31, 1978 meet';) closely parallels the staff views on

the subject. We further believe U at because of the nature of the

program, the magnitude, and duration, it is imperative that all parties

clearly understand the method by whicn the reviews will be performed

and the process by which results will be documented.

It is just as important to realize that the underlying principle of

our regulations hclds the licensee ultimately responsible for the

safety of its facility. H0 wever, the SEP is unlike normal staff safetyi

l

I assessments in that the staff will be initiating unilateral and in some

cases ,d_e,n:va re.ie.:: which are net re;ue:ted by the licensee. This !

approach places further em:5 asis on the importance for establishing, witha

co.m:n ur.derstanding, soJnd rules by which such assessments and reviews

. will be documen* ed.

Regarding the evolution of the SEP topics, at the onset of the Systematic

Evaluation Pr:gra , a list :: aling more tnan eign hundred safety topics

was co pile: fror several lists of outstanding concerns. Members of the

staff were aske: to sut-it any safety iss;es that tney th0ught were germare

and should be covered in tne progr e. The Systematic Evaluation Progran

group studied the list and reduced it to only those safny-relatec

appropriate topia. Many topics were dele:ad because 3f dupIiCation,

some because of non-aoplicability to light water reactors and others

an :ne basis of being esea-en and deveicoment. ~opics relating to werv

C\-
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the staff is involved in for the purpose of refining its techniques

were also deleted. Areas that the NRC is considering but not yet

implementing on new facilities were culled from the list. Additional

deletions were items periodically reviewed or which have already been

reviewed and implemented. Topics which were similar or related were

combined in the preparation of topic definitions. Topics culled for

" lesser safety significance" were defined and a justification written.

At the completion of the culling process the remaining topics were

divided into two groups, generic and non-generic; the generic topics

being denoted by an asterisk in the final list. The scheduling and
'

review of generic topics will be performed essentially inoependent of

the SEP. However, implementation of resolved generic issues will be

integrated into the program to ensure appropr,iate consideration of the

impact of any changes or modifications. Throughout the entire culling
*

chase, the staff maintained a tracable record of the disposition of

every topic and refers to this whenever items surface that may impact

the prc; 3 , t: ensare tr3: the stat.: :# ar, previo;;ly car. idered

tOpi h35 n:t ".3'jE:. 4I 5*.3ted *n# U;":Ut ins ;r ;"3- n e a' issue! Of

safet sig"'#i 3* 9 ~3; te 3d:9d : *ne Or:g"3- 35 tesy are idertifie: Or

:ne, 3, be ess :ved Dr 3n exce:iti:as 03 sis 2:3r! f r:m Snj SE senecult.

Ar 1*E C Oni: "30.'s 3rd i*5 rsi:1.* i " n .' d re:. i rs F.a' 3;9 9' *. 3;;r:V3l#
.

"ri " *: iti i " : ' . i ; ". i r *'E 3EE.-

T".s s*3 N35 :: : 'ete: *ns revisa # s s E'31 *. : s, *hs 315951re"*.! f:##* #

w*iC' 3"5 6" 105ed 35 A*.~3C ~9"! l. is iF :#t3r! *: n:ts !*3* th9**
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| staff's definition of " complete" for this phase does not necessarily

mean that the topic has been closed out, but only that the staff has come

to a decision point in that either the topic is satisfactorily resolved or

cannot be resolved until consideration in the Design Basis Event review

or othe- related to:ics. Once significant deviations from criteria are

identified, the topics will be evaluated to determine their impact on

relatec desig- tesis everts. It is necessary to follow this approach since

so e topic de'initions are writter su:h inat extensive revie., would be

reavired : ::c;iete the evalaaticr. ind;senden: cf specific DEE evalut. icts.

By re..: ir; ea:- ;c;1: c r l,. t. : 4 e.t;e-; ne:essarj to evalaate its

effect on : e DEE, #0r a gisen ;1 ant ; e cc :lete revier. and evaluatici can
,

occur as pa-: of the DEE evaluaticas in a more efficient manner with rore

balanced decisions.

SEP sta'' ee-ters are assigred areas of review responsibility.

Dockete: 3-0 relatad background material will be carefully reviewed to

obtain as muc- informa tion abcs: a scecific area as pcssible witn ninirur

imoact en a licensee. It is expected that the review of a isrge numoer

of topics on the NRC final topic list for each plant can be completed

based on the presently availacle information on the docket. For tnis

first category of topics, no information will be required frcm licensees.

The NRC will send to the licensees its interim evaluation of each such

tJpic as they are ccmpleted in order that the licensee can carefully

examine the facts upon which the staff based its evaluation. The

licensee snould respond either that the bases (facts defining the plant)

are correct, or are in error. :' in error, correcting information should

.
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be supplied to the docket. The licensee is not required to agree with

the NRC evaluation and is also encouraged to supply any other material

for the docket on these topics as he may choose. Topics in Attachment 1

fall in this group.

For the second category of topics, the NRC may recuire information

re;ardi;; : e :lants fro the licensee. Io expedite tne review process,

infor~ation cequirec from the licensee will be obtained at working

mee *1 agi or C ' Conferecca Calls. Informa*i0n ootained by thi: o"ocess

mast, nonever at so..e later date, t,e placed on the of ficial docket or

formally su: plied to the NRC in accordance witn standard practice.

Analyses performed by the staf# itilizing input from the licenses need

,only be reviewed and verified by the licensee for those facts describing

the plant design unless for some reason the licensee chooses to use the

staff's cal:ula Sns for subse;uent licensing justificatior. In :nat

case, tne lics e" 7.st be precarec to completely support tne correctness

of the sta## in#: - aticn, bases, assum:tions and calcula*. ions.

Tne thi-d cate;;rj cf to;i:s aill te tnese :nat require li:ensee analjses.

Tnese . sill :e trea *ed in tne sare mance' as those in rou; ice licensir;

actiors; licensee analyses will be placec on the of #icial cc:tet ir

accordance with standard pr actice. The sta#f will make every attemo-

to identify such topics to the licensees as early in the orogram as

30ssible.
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The content of staff assessments documenting coroletion of individual
! topics or areas of concern will be inferrally discussed with the licensees.

to ensure that the Information used is factual and current and accurately

pr0t-3yc tre facility. Initial assets erts of individual safety topics

c- design basis events will be placed in the Public Docueent Room and

foraarced to tne licensee for conrent. Tne initial assessments will be

sarole e'*.ed as nee ed to include :orrection or accitional comrents. At

tne ::n:leti,- af the program all initial assessments will be consolidatec

and a fi'.al assessment will be issaec. NR: meeting minutes will typically

; be forwarded tc the licensees for their review. Comrents re:eived will
!

be placed in the Public Document Room.

i
1

_ , . , . . , . . - . . , . . - , - - -. - , ,
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ATTACHMENT 1

ASSESSMENTS OF ESSENTIALLY COMPLETE TOPICS

TOPIC III - 10C - Surveillance Requirements en BWR Recirculation
Pumos and Discharge Valves

SEP Plants Affected - Millstone 1, Dresden 2

DBEs Affected - Loss-of-Coolant Accident

Discussion _

This topic applies to the Low Pressure Coolant Injection System (LPCIS)

at Boiling Water Reactors and specifically only to those systems which

have undergone the LPCIS modification tc remove the LPCIS loop selection

logic. This logic network, which is sti!1 installed on two of the

three applicable SEP Boiling Water Reactors (Millstone Wt t!o.1 and

Dresden Unit No. 2), is designed to direct LPCIS flow to the intact

reci:colation loop in the event of a Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA).

Oyster Creek has no LPCIS.

The logic network also was designed to close the suction and discharge

talves of the intact loop to crevent LPCIS flow from. bypassing the

core and flowing out the break in the event of a LOCA, This modifi-

cation was performed on all BWR-3 units (including Millstone Unit

No.1 and Dresden Unit No. 2) to allow closure of only the discharge

valve. This is because in the unlikely event of a LOCA cccurring

| between the suction and disch:rge valves of a recirculation loco ,

concurrent failure of the 1000 selection logic, racid break isolation

orior to sufficient reactor depressurization which would allow influx

of low pressure, high volume cooling water could result in increased

;:eak clad temoeratures.

- - . - - .. . .
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On B'JR-4 facilities the loop selection logic has been disabled and
.

: LPCIS flow is new directed to both recirculation loops, with discharge
.

valves on both loops directed to shut automtically. This topic is

directed toward these facilitics and concerns surveillance requirements'

for the discharge valves and recirculation pumps bypass valves.
|

l.

Conclusien.

This topic does not apply to Phase II SEP facilities.

.
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TOPIC IV-1 A - Operation with less than all loops in service

SEP Plants Affected - PWR's and B'.iR's

DBEs Affected - Loss-of-Coolant Accident

Discussion

The majority of the presently operating BURS and PWRs are designed

to operate with less than full reactor coolant ficw. If a PWR reactor
,

coolant pump or a BWR recirculation pump beccmes inoperative, the flew

provided by the remaining loops is sufficient for steady state operation
.

at a power level less than full power.

!

! Plants authorized for long term operation with one reactor coolant

k pump out of service have submitted, and the staff has approved, the

necessary ECCS, steady state, a,4 transient calculations. The remaining

PWR and BUR licensees have Technical Specifications which require a

. reactor shutdown within a fairly short time if one of the operating

loops beccmes inoperable (with the exceptien of two which are discussed
'

below).
.

.
.

SEP APPLICABILITY

The docketed material for the 11 systematic evaluation program plants
i

has been reviewed with respect tc operation with less than all loops in

service. Coe licensee (Dresden 2) has requested authorizaticn to operate
;

,

with less than all loops in service, the staff is reviewing the analyses

submitted with the request and approval will be granted when the staff

approves the analysis. Five facilities (Yankee Rowe, Millst:no 1,
.

Cinna, Falisades,and San Gnofre) are not authori:ed to cperate with
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! ', les,s than all logps in service Technical Speciff' cations restrict this
.

mode to a period of 24 hours at which time the faci,lity, must have the,

;

idle loop r.estored..tq service or.' shutdown. Three facilities (Connecticut*

Yankee, Oyster Creek, and Dresden 1) have had an analysis reviewed and.

i

; approved by the staff which huthorizes N-1 loop operation. Two facilities

LACBUR and Big Rock Point) have had authorization to operate in the N-1
,

loop mode since they were licensed, however there is no supporting ECCS*

,

analysis to justify operat' ion.
.

. Conclusion
;

i This: topic is complete for all the SEP facilities with the exception of

LACBWR Snd Big Rock Point, for the latter two if continued authori:ationI

;

is to be peraitted an analysis will have to be submitted which describes

the thermal-hydr:u!ic conditions of N-1 loop operation during ECCS, steady

state, and transient conditions. Until such an analysis is performed
, ,

and approved. Operatien with less than all loops in service should be
.

; restricted to a 24 hour pericd at which time the plant should be shutcown

unless the idle 1 cop has been made operable.-

.

~ ~ - - -,~, . - -- - ,, - - , , , , _ . - _ , , _ ..
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TOPIC IV-3 - BWR Jet Pump Ooerating Indications

SEP Plants Affected - Millstone 1, Dresden 2

DBEs Affected - Loss-of-Coolant Accident

'

Discussion

The capability to reflood the core may be precluded in the event of a

LOCA if all jet pumps are not operable. A jet pump ins'trument sensing
-

.

line failure could result in inaccurate core flow measurements cr the
.

inability to detect a jet pump failure.-

This topic applies only to Dresden Unit 2 and Millstone Unit 1; therefore,

it should be removed frca the review list for the nine remaining SEP

plan ts . -

The review of BWR Jet Pump cperating indications has not begun for the

two applicable facilities. The SEP staff cannot proceed any further

until additional inform.ation is obtained fr:0 the licensee.1 I&E

' and NRR are working closely to determine the adequacy of present jet

pump operability technical specificatiens. If resolution cannot be,

made prior to the start of the Design Basis Events (DBE's) assessments

the topic will be reviewed considering the potential effects on related

CBEs.

'

.

,

Y$$ANO ?$b ? '' $ $ ' $ ' $ $'a e ? "
"' '' "
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TOPIC V-9 - Reactor Core Isolation Coolina System

SEP Plants Affected - None

DBEs Affected - N0ce

Discussion
,

This topic applies to the RCIC system, a BWR system consisting of a

steam-driven turbine / pump c mbination, piping, valves, and controls.

RCIC was designed to inject water into the vessel in the case of

vessel isolation upon loss of both on-site and off-site A-C power. In

the General Electric Standard Safety Analysis Report (GESSAR), GE

took credit for RCIC as a backup for the High Pressure Coolant Injection
.

System in Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) analyses for certain small

breaks. The "RC concern is that the RCIC system may not have been
~

classified as a safety system, although credit was assumed in the

safety analyses.
. .

i

Conclusion' .

This topic dces not apoly to the SEP BWRs (0yster Creek, Millsene Unit
.

tio.1, Dresden Unit iR;.1 and 2 La~ Crosse and Big Rock Point) since-

none of these facilities has an RCIC system.

l

.
6

6

&

9 9
9

9
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TOPIC VI-7. A.2 - Upoer Plenum Injection

SEP Plants Affected - Ginna

DBEs Affected _ ass-of-Coolant Accident

.

Discussion.

On May 1,1978, NRC issued Amendment No.19 to operating license No. DPR-18
,

The staff Safety Evaluation Report which supported the license amendment
.

addressed the upper plenum injection topic.
'

.

Ginna submitted ECCS performance analyses for the Westinghouse and new

Exxon Nuclear Company (ENC) fuels. The Westinghuse analysis was performed
.

for Cycle 7 fuel which the staff believes is a conservative evaluation

for the Westinghouse fuel during Cycle 8. The ENC analysis was performed

for Cycle 8 using the ENC WREM-II ECCS evaluation model. The ENC

evaluation model'has been reviewed and approved conditionally by the

;
NRC.

,

.

.

The staff has recently considered whether the Westinghouse generic

evaluation adequately represented the ficw characteristics of Westinghouse

two loop units. The generic evaluation model assumes that all safety

injection water is introduced directly into the lower plenum. For the

two Icop units, the safety injection aater is injected into the upper plenum.
.

.

Thus, the staff was concerned that the Westinghesue model did not censider

interacticn between UP! water and steam ficw. After plant spccific

submittals by licensees operating twa loco plants were reviewed, the staff

concluded that the calculations provided by the licensees (with certain

difications to the staff's medel) are acceptable on an interim basis for
.. .

. .
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'

! continued safe operation of Westinghouse tyo ;oop plants, while long.
i.. .

.

) 'tefd e'fforts continue for developing a model specifically treating UPI.'

For:the Ginna plant the calc 01ations which specifically; considered UPI:using
.

the modified version of the staff model, resulted in a change of only 150F'

-

i .from those using the generic medel in which the UPI-core interactica was1

: ;

I not specifically considered. In the interim, before these models are
.*

|. developed, Ginna has provided a modification to the current Westinghouse
. .

model which accounts for UPI-core interaction. It was demonstrated that
0the modification resulted in the increase of peak clad temperature by 15 F.

.

Since for the Ginna plant both EMC URE't-II and "estinghouse models predict'

similar PCT's (1922 F for ENC WREM-II and 1957 F for. Westinghouse) it.

,

>
.

can be expected that the UPI modification, when applied to the ENC WREM-II

model, would allow about the same increase in PCT. The licensee has drawn

a similar conclusion. , .. , . , ,

*
. ..

e.g
~

C'onclusien

The staff has concluded that although the Uestinghouse and Exxon t.c-icop
i

generic-evaluation models should be changed to consider upper plenum ,

t.

injection (unless the plant is modified), analyses at the specific
:

operating conditions applicable to the Ginna plant demonstrate that
.

L p.

'. the effect.of disregardir.g upcer plenum injection interacticn en refill
.

and reflood conditiens will nct be significant (less than 20 F FCT).U

Therefore, the staff believes trit for the limited range to which the modeis d:

not deviate from the requirements >? 10 CFR 50 Appendix K item 1.0.3, and
, ,

the calculaticns are accep;able.
.

. . . - - . .-. , r v-- ---- = - - -r - -

--i -e -' - - + - - -
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TOP:C VI-70 - Long Term Cooling Pressure Failures

SEP Plants Affected - All PWRs

DBEs Affected - Loss-of-Coolant Accidents

Discussion

This issue was raised by Mr. Ronald M. Fluegge in an October 24, 1976

letter to then Chairman Rowden. It was later defined in the Office

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation as follows:

"The General Design Criteria require that the Emergency Core

Cooling Systems (ECCS) shall be capable of providing adequate

core cooling following a Loss of Coolant Accident, assumina a

single failure in Emergency Core Cooling Systems. The staff

assumes the single failure to be either an active failure during

the injection phase, or an active or passive failure during the

long-term recirculation phase. The physical layouts of

engineered safety feature pumps and components on some pressurized

water reactors makes then vulnerable to floodina that might

result from large passive failures in system piping, although

they are protected for more likely events, such as sudden seal

failure. Large pipe ruptures are not required to be protected

against because of their low probability during the ECCS

recirculation mode."

._
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As stated in the "NRR Reports on Allecations Made by Mr. Ronald M.

Fluegge" (11.76):

*'
.

| "The General Design Criteria (Appendix A to 10 CFR 50) inc'ude the

I foll'owing footnote regarding single failures:"
-

i

' single failures of passive ccmponents in electrical
;

systems should be assumed in designing against a single
.

i
failure. The conditions.under which a single failure

.

I of a passive cc ponent in a fluid system should be
.

considered in designing the system against a single;

failure are under develo; ment.'*

"Thus, the General Design Criteria do not provide an explicit

requirement for the treatment of failures of passive components.-

Appendix X to 10 CFR 50 pertains to ECCS performance requirements
,

and also does not provid; explicit guidelines on the treatment
.

of failures of passive components af ter a loss-of-coolant.

accident (LOCA). Present plants are reviewed, however, to assure
.

that the plan; arrangement and design features orovide the,

necessary protection of essential sy.tems and c:eponents

(such as shutd:.n :: cling and pressurized portions of emer;ency

core cooling systems) due to potential piping failures as an

initiating event (r.ct concurrent with or consecutive to a LOCA).

.
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Pipjng. failures ,cu.ts.ide. containment, are postulated .i.n
!

accordance with Branch Technical Positions MES 3-1 and -'

~

APCSB 3-1 in tre USNRC Standard Review plan Section 3.6.

! Longitudinal or circumferential breaks in high energy

fluid system piping or leakage-cracks in a moderate energy *. .

fluid system piping are considered separately as a single

postulated event occurring during normal plant conditions.

The crack size assumed for a moderate energy pipe is equi-

valent to a slot of dimensions (1/2 x pipe thickness) x

(1/2 x diameter). The plant must be designed such that the

effects of such a postulated piping failure, including the

environmental conditions resulting from the escape of

container ' fluid's, do not affect function' of equipment essentiai
:

to safe shutdown of the reactor. .

-
. .

With regard to postulation of fail'ures in emergency core
'

cooling systems subsequent to a loss-of-coolant accident,

the USNRC Standard Review Plan on Emergency Core Cooling
*

System (Section 6.3) provides additional guidance with the

| statement that: The ECCS should retain its capability to'
,

.

!

i

- * Subsequent to a LOCA, all pipes of relevance are moderate energy pipes
:

defined as a piping system carrying fluid at a temperature below 2C?F ar.d

at a pressure below 275 psig.

'
.

,

i

.- __ -_m - , ., _ . _ _ _ _ _ . , , - - -
_
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tool the core in the event of a : failure;.of-any s.ingl.e a.ctive
.

or passive failure during the .iong-term recirculation cooling
~

phase folicwing an accident.' Based on this guidance, the
,

. .
'

. staff assures the ECCS design and layout satisfies~

'the requirement for redundancy in such systems. The imple-
.

-

mentation of the passive failure statement does not require

significant ruptures of moderate-energy piping subsequent to
i LOCA, as this combined event would be extremely unlikely.

The more credible passive failure is at pump or valve seals,
;

or measurement devices. The staff review of the effects'of'

such a postulated leak rate includes consideration of: (1)

the flow paths of the radioactive fluid through flcer drains,

[ sump pump discharge piping, and the auxiliary building; (2)
1 .

the operation of the auxiliary systems that would receive this

radioactive fluid; (3) the ability.of the leakage detectica
.

system to detect the passive failure; and (4) the ability of
,

the operator to isciate the ECCS passive failure..

Therefore, the ECCS passive failure criterien being implemented'

by the staff requires the consideration of additional leakage

but not pipe breaks beyond the initiating LOCA. The basis

for this is the staff's jt:dgmen; that the probability of

-
- _ ._ .

.)
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s.erious multinia pipe fai.lur.es. is sufficiently,1cw- that they;'

,

nee'd not beh considered- a design bas.is. event,, since:.wheni

'

operating in the long-term recirculation mode, the ECCS is
,

,.,

subjected to temperatures and pressures much less than thosc2

*

; for which the system is designed. In addition, after long-

I term cooling has been initiatdd, the need for recirculation~

diminishes due to the decrease in available core decay heat.
,

,

.

For example, for a 3500 MNt reactor, the amount of core decay
i
i heat which is being produced at the beginning of a normal
t

shutdown is 203 MWt; after one week it has decreased to
' 13 MWt; and after eight weeks it is only 5.7 MWt. This means

'l
'

that significantly less coolant recirculation would be

necessary after several week . The r.eeded ecoling uatcr to

prevent core overheating can be provided by the RHR system even
'

considering leakage in the suction or discharge side of the.

,

piping. In addition, should recirculation cooling be temporarily
.

interrupted at the end of one week, the core would be adequately

cooled by the heat transfer effected by vessel boiloff. To
.

'

maintain vessel level, a makeup of cnly about 100 gpm wculd

be necessary.".

,

CONCLUS!0';S
.

I We consider this issue to be closed. The effect of ECCS leakage will

be assessed on the SEP plants during the 03E evaluation of LOCAs.

. ,

, , .-. -. .- - _ . , _ _ , _ . , - - __ _ _ - _ - _ .-.
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TOPIC VII-1.3 - Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis Review of
Coerating Data Base

1

| SEP Plants Affected - All SEP Plants

DBEs Affected - All transients

! Discussion .
,

I
This issue was identified in September 1976 by the Electrical, Instrucentation, .,

and Control System Branch of the Division of Systems Safety, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation. The issue was defined as follows:

. .

l " Inclusion is needed in Technical Specifications of instrument

errors in determining instrument trip setpoints in relation'

' to allewable values of th- measured variable. Operating and

under review L'.!Rs are likely to have trip setpoints set at
,

unsafe levels. _ The mar. gin between trip setpoints and " allowable

values" has not been reviewed. Standard Technical Specifications for
.

BWRs for instrance do not even define " allowable values." Numerical.

' values listed in the Standard Technical Specifications for trip
~

setpoints and "allcwable values" are. identical."
,

!
*

Staff consideration of instrument errors in the evaluation and approval

of trip setpoints for safety related instrumentation has been performed
i

| by either of two methods. 0:erating licenses issued on plants after the
.

Spring of 1977 contain trip setpcints in their technical specifications

f whose values have been evaluated and approved basad upon considaration

of the individual facters used to assure an adecuate margin of safety fore
i

sitch safety related channel. The infor ation u:en ..Sich cur evaluati:ns;

i .

*
.

. are Cade is Contained in the detailed Regulatory Positions of 0egulat0ry
,

,. _ . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ .
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. . . .

Guide., f.'105, Revision 1, " Instrument Setpoints," reissued in. November ,
- ,

1976, and in the fiRC Standard deview plan.
. - .

.

t

Most operating licenses issued prior to this were evaluated in the'

more generalized manner. In this approach, the discrete components of :'ch

of the margins to safety in trip setpoint values are not evaluated
,

on an individual basis but are included in an everall safety margin.

Each set point value is based upon the most limiting transient or

i postulated accident condition associated with the bases for that set

point. The magnitude of this safety margin and the resulting set points-

.

are established to ensure that there is a low probability of the margin

being removed by an adverse combination of instrument calibration error,
,

i . instrument error and instrumen; drift. The staff believes that this
|- :

method is acceptable.'

! .

.

The staff has,hewever, changed from a generalized method of trip setpoint

evaluation to a method that considers each of the discrete factors that
:

make up the margins of safety for each safety related instrumentaticn.

e
' channel. Either method contains conservatism; however, the newer method

'

.. allows the safety margin in the trip setpoints :: be quantified in a more

detailed manr.er. In additien, consideration cf instrument error is

explicit in the newer method, ..hereas previously it was an implicit'

assumption presumed to be considered as part of the overall margin,
.

.
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As new ' operating ' lice'nse revfews.are. completed.. additional. informa t.icn*

Niil'be included in ~FSARs relati.ng to ' instrument drift and error because
,

of the guidance now provided int eh f!RC's Standard Review Plan and
;

in Regulatory Guide 1.105. Accordingly, all Technical Specifications

that are issued with new operating licenses after the Spring of 1977

will have the instrument drift allowance factored into the trip setpoint*

specificaticas. The staff is reviewing this mo're detailed information

on instrument errors and draft to. evaluate it's impact, if any, upon the

safety margins of the trip setpoints being used in older plants.

Independent of the SEP, appropriate action will be taken to ass 0re that the

setpoitns in use retain an adequate degree of conservatism in maintaining

. safety margins as a result of this staff effort. . .

.

Conclusions
.

,.
.

Adequate safety margins have been provided by the trip setpoints new in
'

use for SEP plants, and this Tcpic does not warrant additional review

apart frca that for Topic XVI, Technical Specifications.
.

!

!

|

1

!
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. TOPIC XVII - Ocerational QA Program

SEP Plants Affected - All

DBEs Affected all
i

Discussien;

i

}
Since 1973 new guidance for operational quality assurance programs have;

been issued in the fora of Regulatory Guides and WASH documents describing'

i methods to comply with criteria of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B. Theobjective |

of this guidance is to assure that operation, maintenance, modifications>

and test activities do not degrade the capability of safety-related ;

equipment to perform their intended function.
j

.

This topic has been completed for all SEP plants. Attached is a listing

of the dates and specific reports containir.g the basis for their acceptance.

Ten of the facilities were ' reviewed by the Quality Assurcnce Branch;
~

|
' the last (LACBUR) was reviewed by the Plant Systems Branch of 00R.

.
,

,

t . .

.

.

#

4

|
'

,

-

I

l -

i

I

f

I

i
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ATTACHMEtlT

DOCKET
N0. SEP PLANT DOCUME'iT

,

.50-155 Big Rock Point ' Topical Report Evaluatien, 4/21/75'

5 50-213 Connecticut Yankee Letter, Switzer to Purple, 2/28/75
.

50-10 Dresden i Topical Report Evaluatier., 4/73

50-237 Dresden 2 ' Topical Report Evaluation, 4/'3

50-244 Ginna Safety Evaluation Report. 9/30774.

4 50-409 Lacrosse Memorandum, Eisenhut to Stello, 2/2/73

50-245 Millstone 1 Amendment 35 to SAR, 7/16/76-

50-219 Oyster Creek Safety Evaluaticn Report, 11/22/76

50-255 Palisades Topical Report Evaluation, 4/21/75

50-205 San Orcf ? Safety Evaluation Report,.4/2/75

56-29 Yankee R we, Topical Report Evaluaticn, 4/4/77

.
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